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Abstract: Most of the studies related to technology analysis have focused on one specific technological
field such as autonomous driving or blockchain. Most technologies have large and small relationships
with each other. Therefore, it is necessary not only to perform technology analysis focusing on one
target technology, but also to analyze several integrated technologies at the same time. In this paper,
we propose a methodology for integrating technologies and analyzing the integrated technologies.
We integrate patent big data for technological integration and use text mining, boosting, and ensemble
for integrated technology analysis. To evaluate the performance of proposed method, we search the
patent documents related to disaster artificial intelligence (AI) and extended reality (XR). In our case
study, we integrate the patent data from disaster AI and XR technologies and analyze the integrated
patent data using regression trees, random forest, extreme gradient boosting, and ensemble models.
Therefore, we illustrate how our proposed method can be applied to the real domain.

Keywords: patent big data; technology integration; technology analysis; boosting; ensemble

1. Introduction

Technology has been constantly researched and developed for the continuous devel-
opment of our society [1]. Of course, the direction of technology development has also
changed according to the needs of society [1]. Technological sustainability has been an
important issue in management of technology [2,3]. Rather than a single technology being
used alone, the demand for convergence technology that combines various technologies
increases continuously. Therefore, to manage convergence technology efficiently and ef-
fectively, we need to technology integration and analysis. However, most of the existing
studies for technology analysis were about one target technology. In other words, intensive
analysis using machine learning algorithms was mainly conducted for one technological
field. Park and Jun (2017) studied statistical technology analysis for three-dimensional
(3D) printing as a target technology [4]. They performed a technology analysis for one
technological field called 3D printing technology. Wanga et al. (2020) also considered 3D
printing technology as one target for technology analysis based on mapping technological
trajectories and exploring knowledge sources [5]. Many studies related to technology
analysis selected and analyzed only one target technology [6–8]. For a more advanced
technology analysis and a systematic understanding of convergence technology, there is a
need to analyze two or more technologies at the same time. By this necessity, we propose
a methodology for integrating technologies and analyzing integrated technologies. In
this paper, we use ensemble models based on a tree structure and boosting by majority
voting. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show the
machine learning for technology analysis as research backgrounds. We show the proposed
methodology of boosting and ensemble models for technology integration and analysis in
Section 3. The next section provides a case study to illustrate how our paper can be used in
real domains. We discuss some implications and limitations of our research in Section 5. In
the conclusion section, we conclude our research and describe our future works.
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2. Machine Learning for Technology Analysis

Machine learning is a representative learning tool that analyzes data along with
statistics [9,10]. Many studies have been conducted on technology analysis using machine
learning algorithms [2–8]. Technology analysis is to analyze diverse technologies for a target
domain [1]. There have been two major approaches to technology analysis so far. They are
qualitative and quantitative approaches. The qualitative methods for technology analysis
are based on the experts’ knowledge and experience [1]. Delphi is a popular method for
qualitative technology analysis. This is a method of analyzing target technologies through
repeated surveys of expert groups. Delphi is a subjective technology analysis method,
because it relies on the subjective knowledge of each domain expert [11]. In other words, the
results of technology analysis may vary depending on the experts’ experiences. Of course,
the result of Delphi technology analysis by experts with sufficient knowledge about the
target technology will be good. Compared to qualitative technology analysis, quantitative
technology analysis is more objective. Quantitative technology analysis does not depend
on experts’ knowledge, but on technological documents such as patents and papers [12,13].
We collect patent documents related to the target technology and analyze patent data
using quantitative data analysis methods. At this time, we analyze the patent data using
various analysis methods provided by machine learning, and through this, a technology
analysis of target domain is performed. As research on big data and machine learning is
actively conducted, technology analysis is increasing by quantitative techniques rather
than qualitative techniques. In this paper, we also use machine learning algorithms such as
trees, boosting, and ensemble to analyze patent documents related to target technology.

3. Boosting and Ensemble Models for Technology Integration and Analysis

For effective analysis of convergence technology that combines two or more technolo-
gies, we study a methodology of patent big data integration and integrated technology
analysis. In this paper, we use boosting and ensemble models based on regression trees,
random forest, and extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) for integrated technology analy-
sis [14–16]. Figure 1 shows the procedure of technology integration in our methodology.

Figure 1. Technology integration using text mining.

First, we integrate target technologies by preprocessing text mining techniques. Using
a keyword equation for target technology field, we search patent documents related
to target technologies from patent databases. If n target technologies are selected, we
collect n groups of patent documents. The collected patent documents are preprocessed
by various text mining techniques and transformed to text corpus. Next, the corpus is
modified to text database by text parsing. We extract technology keywords from the
text database. In traditional natural language processing (NLP), the measure of term
frequency–inverse document frequency (tf–idf) is used to measure how well a term makes
up a document [17]. The role of keywords in NLP is how well they can represent the
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document to which the keyword belongs [18]. However, in technology analysis, we need
the keywords representing technological descriptions of a target technology that consist
of patent documents. Therefore, in this paper, we do not use the tf–idf measure. Instead,
we apply the text mining techniques of stemming, whitespace elimination, stop-words
removal, and synonyms to text database, and select the keywords with high frequency of
occurrence. From the list of keywords selected in this way, a call for papers of the academic
conferences and textbooks related to the target technology, and with the help of a group of
experts in the relevant technology field, the keywords to be used for technology analysis
are finally determined. Using the final keyword data, we construct patent document and
keyword matrix. The matrix consists of patent documents (rows) and keywords (columns),
and its elements are occurred frequency values of keywords in each patent document.
A target technology has its own patent document and keyword matrix. That is, if the
number of target technologies is n, we construct n matrix data. We extract keywords
describing the corresponding target technology from each of the n matrices. We select
common keywords representing n technologies, and finally integrate all keywords for n
technologies for integrated technology analysis. In our research, we consider ensemble
model based on regression trees, random forest and XGBoost for technology analysis based
on patent documents and keyword matrix. Therefore, we first consider a regression tree
model to choose meaningful keywords for target technology. The keyword data D for
regression tree is represented as follows.

D =
(

xi1, xi2, . . . xip, yi
)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (1)

In Equation (1), xij is an explanatory variable (keyword) and yi is a response variable
(target keyword). In general, the regression tree model is used for prediction, estimation,
and explanation in regression tasks [14]. Among them, we use this model for explanation
to select the predictors (explanatory variables) that significantly explain target keyword
(response variable) using relative contributions of different predictors. Basically, decision
trees with classification and regression are constructed by measures of homogeneity [9].
Therefore, in the regression tree model, we use variance (F-test) of target as a measure cost,
because the greater the homogeneity of the nodes included in the model, the better the
model performance. The cost measure used in our regression tree is defined as follows [9].

VarD(y) =
k

∑
i=1

(yi − y)2 (2)

y is the mean of values of y included in a node, and k is the number of y values in the node
in equation (2). Using this measure, we determine threshold t of predictor x by minimizing
the following equation (3) and split each node to left and right nodes of the next step.

VarD,LEFT(y) + VarD,RIGHT(y) (3)

In the regression tree model, explanatory variables that have a significant effect on the
response variable are used in the tree growing process. Therefore, from the result of the
fitted tree model, we can select only the keywords that affect the target keyword. Next, we
use another tree model called random forest to select significant predictors. The random
forest is an extended decision tree model with bagging [19]. This model performs keyword
sampling with patent documents sampling. The random forest provides feature selection
and splitting points (patents) by minimizing impurity criterion such as Gini index and
entropy. Compared to decision trees such as classification and regression trees, this model
has the steps of bagging and bootstrapping of explanatory keywords at each step. The
procedure for the random forest model to select predictor variables that affect target is
as follows.

(Step 1) Given data
(
Xn×p, Yn×1

)
(n: the number of data points, p: the number of variables)

(1-1) Determine m (the number of sampled variables), m ≤ p
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(Step 2) Carry out bootstrap

(2-1) Sample n data points with replacement
(2-2) Sample m variables at random without replacement

(Step 3) Apply tree splitting algorithm to p sampled variables

(3-1) Given value t of X splitting node A into two sub nodes
(3-2) X < s as one partition (sub node) and X ≥ s as another partition (sub node)
(3-3) Choose optimal t to minimize homogeneity within node

(Step 4) Perform next split

(4-1) Repeat (Step 2) and (Step 3) until the conditions for stopping tree growth are
satisfied

Like the regression tree model, we use the result of random forest for choosing the
explanatory keywords that affect the target keyword. Lastly, we consider ensemble models
for analyzing integrated technologies. Boosting is a basic method to build an ensemble
model. Both bagging and boosting are used in the decision trees, but boosting is much
more advanced and powerful than bagging. Boosting algorithms have several types such
as Adaboost, gradient boosting, and stochastic gradient boosting [19]. Ensemble methods
have been used for decision trees efficiently and effectively; also, they are so powerful to
select important variables in the regression tree and random forest models [19]. In our
research, we apply ensemble to choose the keyword that affects the target significantly.
Therefore, we consider XGBoost as another approach to keyword selection from patent key-
word data. XGBoost has been used for tree-based modeling, and this is an implementation
of boosting such as stochastic gradient boosting [19]. In general, boosting is an algorithm
to carry out an ensemble of various tree models [19]. We perform the following steps for
our ensemble modeling.

(Step 1) Initialize wi =
1
N and K = the number of models

(Step 2) Iterate k = 1, 2, . . . , K

(2-1) Train a model fk(x) minimizing weighted error ek using weights w1, w2, . . . , wN
(2-2) Compute ek = sum of weights for misclassified observations

(2-3) Compute ak =
(

1−ek
ek

)
(2-4) Add ensemble mode Fk = Fk−1 + ak fk(x)
(2-5) Update w1, w2, . . . , wN increased in proportion to ak

(Step 3) Repeat Step 2 until k = K

(3-1) Estimate boosted model F = a1 f1 + a2 f2 + · · ·+ aK fK

In this procedure, we select ak value by the smaller the error, the greater the weight.
This boosting algorithm expands to gradient boosting optimizing cost function and stochas-
tic gradient boosting sampling from data points and predictor variables. XGBoost is most
popular algorithm and software among diverse boosting approaches. The ensemble model
combines models and provides better performance than an individual model. In this paper,
we propose an ensemble, learning to select important keywords representing the technol-
ogy of target keyword. In our ensemble learning, we combine the results of regression trees,
random forest, and XGBoost models and determine the significant keywords to target.
Ensemble model is a linear combination of models as follows [9].

F(y|x) =
M

∑
i=1

wi fi(y|x) (4)

where wi is weight of ith model. In this paper, we consider ensemble learning as a com-
mittee model. Therefore, we select the important keywords by voting based on weights.
This is a majority voting. Figure 2 shows our ensemble model to choose the important
keywords.
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Figure 2. Proposed ensemble model of important keyword selection.

From the patent document data set, we extract important keywords by feature selec-
tion models. Group 1, 2, and 3 contain the extracted keywords with importance given to
target by regression trees, random forest, and XGBoost, respectively. In order to finally
select important keywords, we perform ensemble learning by majority voting in Group 1,
2, and 3. Next, Figure 3 shows the overall procedure for the methodology we propose in
this paper.

Figure 3. Proposed technology integration and analysis process.

We collect related patent documents for each of the p technologies. The keywords
representing the technology are extracted from patent documents for each technology. For
example, we search patent documents related to technology k from patent databases around
the world, and extract patent keywords representing technology k from the searched patent
documents in Figure 3. In the next section, we carry out a case study to illustrate how our
methodology can be applied to practical problems. In model training, we always have to
consider the overfitting problem. This is because overfitting decreases the accuracy of the
prediction or increases the fluctuation of the prediction result. To avoid overfitting in our
model, we carry out regularization. This adds a penalty based on model complexity to cost
function to overcome the overfitting problem. In addition, we determine the size of tree
model by relative error of dividing the value of residual sum of squares (RSS) according to
the number of divisions by the undivided RSS value [19].
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4. Case Study Using Disaster AI and Extended Reality Technologies

In this case study, we used the patent documents related to disaster AI and XR
technologies to show how the proposed methodology can be applied to practical fields. We
retrieved the patent documents related to disaster AI and XR technologies from the patent
databases of WIPSON, USPTO, and KIPRIS [20–22]. Disaster AI is an AI with functions
that protect human life and property from disaster and minimize damage in case of a
disaster [6]. Park and Jun (2020) studied patent keyword analysis of disaster AI and used
Bayesian network modeling and factor analysis for technology analysis of disaster AI. In
addition, the authors selected 162 technology keywords from the patent documents related
to disaster AI, and extracted 10 factors among 162 keywords [6]. Therefore, the authors
found the technological structure of disaster AI in 10 sub technologies (factors) by Bayesian
network modeling [6]. We used the list of 162 keywords representing disaster AI. Another
technological field used in this case study is XR technology. XR technology is defined as an
expanded virtual reality technology that provides an experience very similar to the actual
experience by utilizing human cognitive ability and sensory organs based on information
and communication technology [23–26]. Jun (2020) proposed a method of sparse patent
data analysis using a robust general linear model. The author used patent documents
related to XR technology for verifying the performance of the proposed method [27]. We
selected 59 technology keywords representing XR technology using the results [27]. Table 1
shows the technology keywords representing disaster AI, XR, and (disaster AI ∩ XR).

Table 1. Technology keywords of disaster AI, XR, and (disaster AI ∩ XR).

Technology Keyword

Disaster AI

Abnormal, acoustic, air, alarm, amplitude, analysis, antenna, artificial, audio, automatic, band,
battery, beam, big, cable, camera, car, channel, cloud, cluster, coal, communication, computing,
cylinder, damage, data, database, deep, depth, detection, device, diagnosis, digital, disaster, display,
earth, earthquake, echo, edge, electric, energy, engine, engineering, environment, estimation, fault,
feedback, fire, flow, fluid, forecast, frame, fuzzy, gas, geological, grid, health, hole, human, image,
information, intelligence, interaction, interface, land, language, laser, layer, learning, life, light,
lightning, liquid, machine, magnetic, map, measurement, memory, metal, mobile, monitoring,
natural, negative, network, neural, node, normal, oil, optical, parallel, patient, pattern, physical,
picture, pipe, pipeline, pixel, plane, platform, power, prediction, pressure, probability, protection,
protocol, pulse, pump, radar, radio, remote, risk, road, robot, rock, sampling, satellite, scale,
scanning, sea, security, seismic, sensor, signal, software, soil, space, spatial, speed, stability,
statistics, steel, stream, surface, switch, tank, temperature, time, transmission, tree, tunnel, turbine,
ultrasonic, underground, user, valve, vehicle, velocity, video, virtual, visual, voice, voltage,
warning, water, wave, waveform, wavelet, weather, web, wheel, wind, wire, and wireless.

XR

Configure, control, data, device, display, environment, extend, generate, image, object, position,
reality, surface, system, user, virtual, association, augment, computing, connect, content,
information, layer, light, optical, physical, present, receive, region, sensor, signal, space, structure,
video, view, arrange, assemble, camera, capture, communication, component, contact, detect, edge,
electric, eye, face, head, interaction, interface, map, mobile, move, render, rotate, scene, time, visual,
wall

Disaster AI ∩ XR
Data, device, display, environment, image, surface, user, virtual, computing, information, layer,
light, optical, physical, sensor, signal, space, video, camera, communication, detect, edge, electric,
interaction, interface, map, mobile, time, visual

We have collected patent documents related to disaster AI and XR technologies that
have been applied and issued from 2000 to 2019. The final valid patents were 15,306 disaster
AI and 2783 XR patents. The total number of integrated patent documents related to disaster
AI and XR is 18,089. Additionally, the number of keywords representing the technologies
of disaster AI, XR, and (disaster AI and XR) is 193. Using the extracted keywords, we
carry out patent keyword analysis by regression trees, random forest, and XGBoost models.
Figure 4 illustrates the step-by-step procedure for the case study in this paper.
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Figure 4. Technology integration and analysis of disaster AI and XR.

In Figure 4, we illustrate the ensemble learning that combines the results of regression
trees, random forest, and XGBoost models according to three keyword groups, disaster
AI, XR, and integrated technologies of disaster AI and XR. In ensemble learning, we use
the voting method to finally select important keywords that affect the target keyword.
Additionally, we use the R data language and R packages for patent keyword data in
this paper [28–32]. We selected disaster, artificial, intelligence, extend, and reality as target
keywords. This is because these keywords constitute the title of the target technology
considered in this paper. Therefore, among all keywords, all keywords except these five
keywords play the role of explanatory variables in each analysis model. First, we performed
the regression tree model for important variable selection. Decision tree models have two
types, classification and regression trees. A classification tree needs a categorical (or binary)
data type for the response variable. However, a regression tree needs numeric (continuous
or discrete) data types for the response variable [18]. Therefore, in our regression tree
model, the five response variables are formatted to a numeric type that can have a value
from 0 to infinity. Compared to a classification tree that builds a model using measures
such as Chi-square test statistic, Gini index, and Entropy for a node, a regression tree builds
a model using an F-test statistic based on the amount of variance reduction of a node [18].
Figure 5 shows the result of regression trees for target keyword disaster.

In Figure 5, the circle-shaped nodes represent the variables explaining target variable,
and the square-shaped nodes are terminal nodes. Additionally, the plot of each terminal
node is boxplot. Boxplot is a plot to visualize data distribution using a box and whisker [18].
A box consists of the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. Additionally, the whisker illustrates
data points out of the box. The following regression tree plots of other target keywords
(artificial, intelligence, extend, reality) also have the same structure as in Figure 5. We found
the keyword warming is the most important keyword for target keyword disaster because
this was first used in the tree model. The keywords database and weather are the next most
important variables. Next is the order of the keywords risk and statistics. Therefore, it
can be seen that among the total 193 technology keywords, five keywords that have a
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meaningful effect on the target technology disaster were warming, database, weather, risk, and
statistics. Figure 6 illustrates the regression tree plot of keyword artificial.

Figure 5. Regression tree plot of disaster.

Figure 6. Regression tree plot of artificial.

The most important keyword for artificial was intelligence; we also found the keywords
analysis and data were importantly linked to artificial. This result shows the importance of
data analysis in the field of AI. Figure 7 represents the plot of regression tree result of target
keyword intelligence.
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Figure 7. Regression tree plot of intelligence.

Like the result of keyword artificial in Figure 6, the keyword intelligence was found to
be most affected by keyword artificial. However, we can see that intelligence is linked to
more keywords than artificial. The keywords of scanning, analysis, interface, signal, and fault
were significantly related to intelligence. This means that in disaster AI, the interface for
collecting disaster-related information, the collection method, and the process of analyzing
the collected information are treated as important. Next, we applied the regression tree
model to XR technology. Figure 8 provides the regression tree plot of keyword extend.

Figure 8. Regression tree plot of extend.

In a regression tree model, the keyword data was only important keyword for target
keyword extend. The keyword data was also an important keyword in disaster AI. Therefore,
we can see that the keyword data is the keyword linking extend and disaster AI. Lastly,
Figure 9 shows the regression tree plot of target keyword reality.
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Figure 9. Regression tree plot of reality.

We knew that the keyword reality is influenced by several keywords compared to the
result of keyword extend. The virtual is most important keyword for reality. In addition, the
keywords of display, analysis, and machine are also important keywords for target reality.
Like the keyword data in target extend, the keyword analysis is the common keyword
connecting reality and disaster AI. Up to now, we have extracted important keywords
that affect each target keyword using the regression tree model. Table 2 represents the
important explanatory keywords and model performances for targets disaster, artificial,
intelligence, extend, and reality.

Table 2. Important keywords and model performances for targets.

Target Important Explanatory Keywords Mean CP Mean RE

Disaster Warming, database, weather, risk, statistics 0.0136 0.9572
Artificial Intelligence, analysis, data 0.0481 0.7940

Intelligence Artificial, scanning, analysis, interface, signal, fault 0.0500 0.7070
Extend Data 0.0143 0.9907
Reality Virtual, display, analysis, machine 0.0688 0.6971

In Table 2, mean CP is the mean value of the complexity parameter (CP) that pro-
vides information of optimal pruning. Additionally, mean RE represents the mean value
of relative error (RE) computed by cross validation [30]. All mean CP values of target
keywords are close to zero. In addition, all mean RE values are less than one. Therefore,
we can confirm that the validity of performance of all tree models. We also found that the
keywords, data and database are common keywords of disaster AI and XR technologies;
therefore, the data technology is important in integrated technological field of disaster AI
and XR. Like the keywords of data and database, statistics and analysis are also important
common keywords connecting disaster AI and XR. Using the result of Table 2, we build an
integrated technology diagram for disaster AI and XR in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Integrated technology diagram for disaster AI and XR.

The lines represent the relations between keywords, and the solid and dashed lines
show the relations between technologies. The disaster AI technology consists of three
keywords of disaster, artificial, and intelligence. Additionally, the XR technology is composed
of two keywords of extend and reality. Therefore, we can find that the statistics technology is
basic of the integrated technology of disaster AI and XR. Next, we carry out another model
called random forest to select important keywords for understanding integrated technology
of disaster AI and XR. Table 3 shows the keyword importance results by random forest for
target keywords.

Table 3. Variable importance ranking of explanatory keyword for targets.

Importance
Ranking

Target

Disaster Artificial Intelligence Extend Reality

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Database
Monitoring
Depth
Warming
Risk
Satellite
Information
Node
Valve
Air

Intelligence
System
Data
User
Signal
Analysis
Robot
Information
Environment
Sensor

Artificial
Fire
User
System
Interface
Environment
Data
Analysis
Communication
Memory

Device
Present
Wall
Data
Surface
System
Structure
Layer
Head
Position

Virtual
Display
Analysis
User
View
Content
Data
System
Device
Environment

Top 10 keywords according to the importance of the keyword are shown in Table 3.
The keywords underlined in Table 3 were selected as important in Table 2. The keyword,
data (or database) is important in all target keywords disaster, artificial, intelligence, extend,
and reality. In disaster AI, information and communication are basic keywords. By combining
the keywords of monitoring, risk, air, signal, sensor, fire, environment, and memory, we knew
the technologies related to collecting information of disaster are important in disaster AI.
In XR, we found the technologies related to the device of presenting virtual contents by
various structure and environment by combining the keywords of device, present, structure,
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layer, head, position, virtual, display, view, content, and environment. In integrated disaster AI
and XR, we found the technologies related to the system of disaster data analysis are basic
and important for developing the integrated technology with sustainability. XGBoost is
the last model we used in this paper to extract important keywords from the integrated
technology documents. Like the classification tree model, XGBoost requires a categorical or
binary type as the data format of the response variable. Therefore, in our XGBoost model,
if the value of the target variable is greater than or equal to 1, we set all values to 1, and if
the value of the target variable is 0, we set the values to 0. Therefore, we convert the target
variable to binary data type. Table 4 represents the XGBoost results of feature (important
keyword) selection for target keywords.

Table 4. XGboost results of feature selection for targets.

Target Features

Disaster Extend, rotate, warning, arrange, present, move, assemble, configure, augment, generate
Artificial Intelligence, extend, neural, configure, robot, augment, statistics, move, reality, natural

Intelligence Artificial, extend, augment, move, arrange, statistics, rotate, robot, reality, generate
Extend Arrange, statistics, present, generate, reality, augment, configure, artificial, tree, band
Reality Augment, assemble, extend, render, configure, virtual, arrange, view, display, statistics

In XGBoost results, we can find the integrated technologies of disaster AI and XR. In
target disaster, we found the representative keywords of XR, extend, present, augment, and
generation. We also found the keywords of extend, augment, and reality in target artificial.
In addition, the keywords of extend, augment, reality, and generation were found in target
intelligence. Like the results of regression trees and random forest, the keyword statistics
was found in disaster AI and XR technologies at the same time. Therefore, we conclude that
statistical analysis is a necessary technology for integrated technologies of disaster AI and
XR. Using our ensemble learning based on the results of regression trees, random forest,
and XGBoost, we build a technological structure for integrated technologies of disaster AI
and XR in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Technological structure diagram of integrated technologies of disaster AI and XR.

In Figure 11, the arrows illustrate the technological influences with directions, and the
solid and dashed arrow represents technologies that express interrelationships. We found
that statistics and data analysis are the most fundamentally necessary technologies in the
integrated technology for disaster AI and XR. In addition, we could confirm that disaster
AI influences XR through the technology of XR data analysis and intelligent system, and
XR affects disaster AI by the technology of virtual and augmented reality system to cope
with disaster risk. Therefore, we can derive various insights or implications from the
results in Figure 11. A company with data science and XR technology can increase its
market competitiveness by choosing disaster AI as its new business field. In addition,
companies with disaster AI technology and statistical data analysis capabilities will have
strong technological potential in the XR field. To derive the technological relations between
disaster AI and XR presented in Figure 11, we used the results of the regression tree,
random forest, and XGBoost. In particular, we tried to increase the objectivity of the
technology analysis results by considering an ensemble model that combines all three
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analysis results. The technological structure diagram finally constructed in this paper is
based on the evidence included in the procedure, shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Technological structure of integrated technologies of disaster AI and XR.

We used the model fitting methods of F-test, interaction and main effects, and stochas-
tic boosting for regression trees, random forest, and XGBoost, respectively. We did not
rely on the result of one analysis model, but tried to increase the validity of technology
analysis by deriving the final result by majority voting on the results of three analysis
models. Further implication, insights, contributions, and limitations to this paper will be
covered in the next discussion section.

5. Discussion

In this section, we illustrate some implications of our research. First, the technological
structure of integrated technologies from the results of integrated technology analysis can
be applied to research and development (R&D) planning for management of convergence
technology. Second, using the proposed method, companies can develop innovative
products to increase market competitiveness. This is because innovative products and
services such as smartphones and autonomous vehicles are the result of the integration
of several technologies at the same time. Lastly, combining our results and statistical
forecasting models, we can forecast the future technologies based on technological relations
between various technologies. That is, our technological structure diagram can be applied
to technology forecasting. For instance, we forecast a convergence technology of disaster
AI and XR, and the future technology will be based on the technologies related to statistics
and data analysis. Therefore, the diagram of technology structure in Figure 11 contributes
to technology forecasting tasks of various technology domains.

In the existing research related to technology analysis, we could not find a study on the
method that integrates various technologies by their related patent documents and analyze
the integrated technologies. However, in the environment where various technologies
are converging, research on technology integration and analysis is deemed necessary.
Therefore, this paper proposes a methodology for analyzing selected important keywords
after collecting and integrating patent documents for target technologies. However, in this
paper, we did not propose an objective measure to evaluate the technological structure
constructed by text mining, boosting, and ensemble. We can consider diverse approaches
to make the measures. For example, we can evaluate the performance of integrated
technology analysis by domain experts’ opinions of target technology. In addition, we can
make statistical evaluation measures to verify the results of integrated technology analysis.
In our future research, we will carry out these research topics.

6. Conclusions

The demand of convergence technology is constantly increasing. So, we need to
integrate various technologies and analyze the integrated technology for understanding the
technologies. To cope with this need, we proposed a methodology of technology integration
and integrated technology analysis in this paper. To integrate various technologies, we
searched patent documents according to target technologies and combined the searched
patent documents. The combined patent documents of target technologies were used
for integrated technology analysis. To analyze integrated technologies, we considered
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ensemble learning based on regression trees, random forest, and XGBoost. Using majority
voting for the results of three models, we selected important keywords that influence the
target technology keywords. We finally built the technological structure of integrated
technologies using the ensemble model results.

Our study provided a methodology for how to integrate and analyze various tech-
nologies for convergence technology management. In this paper, we proposed a method
of selecting patent keywords that best describe the target technology using the ensemble
model. As the demand for convergence technology increases, the need for this study will
increase. In our case study, we considered two different technologies, disaster AI and XR,
for technology integration and analysis. To understand technological convergence of disas-
ter AI and XR, we integrated the patent documents of two technologies and analyzed the
integrated patent data using our proposed method. Finally, we provided the technological
structure of integrated technologies of disaster AI and XR. Additionally, our proposed
method can be extended to the integration and analysis of technologies in more than three
technological fields. Furthermore, we will study how to add the experience and knowledge
of technology experts to integrated technology analysis using machine learning algorithms
and Bayesian inference.
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